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 Summary 

This report collects findings from three focus group sessions conducted with graduate program 

directors at the Maryland Institute College of Art (MICA). During these sessions, program directors were 

asked questions related to the theses submission processes in order to identify pain points and areas of 

need. These sessions provided Decker Library’s NDSR Art resident with the opportunity to directly 

discuss the value of certain aspects of thesis work, examine decision-making processes when it came to 

submission, discuss responsibilities, and provide information on the library’s current theses collection 

practices. This report details key themes that emerged during conversations with program directors and 

provides preliminary recommendations for the library to address communication and documentation 

issues as well as institutional silos.  

Key Findings 

● A thesis project is comprised of a variety of layers that vary in form and content, however not all 

components are present in a thesis submission.  Often, interactive or experiential thesis 

component are under-documented or missing and thus not submitted to the library. 

● Current incomplete theses submission model, which leaves out many visual, experiential, and 

performative layers, is due to three main issues: lack of knowledge on how to document and 

preserve non-textual media by the faculty and students; lack of resources or framework with 

which to preserve and provide access to non-traditional art documentation through the library; 

and lack of knowledge of what the library is currently able to steward beyond photographs and 

text.  

● The general lack of awareness of how the library collects and provides access to theses work 

has an impact on how program directors determine library thesis submission requirements.  

● Time dedicated to providing information on library submission to students proves to be 

insufficient for providing basic insight regarding format considerations, ways of documenting 

work, and the benefits and risks of submitting to an open access platform.  

● Students, faculty, Graduate Studies Department staff, and library staff will benefit from a 

streamlining  of processes and documentation that allow students to submit high quality 

materials within a specific timeframe. 

● Decker Library’s digital theses repository is not the only theses collection platform at MICA, as 

there are many assets related to theses work that are not collected by the library but are saved 

by individual departments. 

Key Recommendations 

● Establish direct lines of communications with program directors to ensure all programs are 

aware of the library’s capabilities of stewarding non-textual digital content.  

● Develop digital preservation policies that specify what material can be collected and how.  

● Update acquisition and ingest workflow to reflect the multi-layer nature of a thesis project.  

● Ensure thesis collection, preservation and access workflows, and subsequent decisions consider 

non-textual materials as integral parts of a thesis as opposed to treating them as supplemental 

materials.  
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● Organize an in-depth orientation in addition to End Game (meeting for all graduating graduate 

students) and early in the students’ degree to provide students time to plan how they will 

document their work.  

● Provide information on best practices for digital preservation to students as well as program 

directors stewarding small theses collections.  

● Include information on related collections in Decker Library digital theses portal.   
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Background  

MICA has a varied and vast graduate degree offering with five Master of Arts programs, ten 

Master of Fine Arts programs, graduate concentrations in Curatorial Practice and Critical Studies, a 

Master of Business Administration and Master of Arts dual degree, and three Master of Professional 

Studies (MPS) degrees. In addition, the college offers students a Post Baccalaureate Fine Arts Certificate. 

All of MICA’s graduate students, including Post Baccalaureate students, must complete a thesis project 

and, with the exception of the MPS and MBA/MA degrees, must deposit a PDF/A file documenting their 

thesis project to the library in order to graduate. The content of the PDF/A submission varies by program 

and is determined by the program’s director, however, all submissions follow the same deposit 

workflow, which involves both Decker Library and the Graduate Studies Department.  

 

Currently, Decker Library’s theses collection workflow doesn’t account for the variety of 

programs offered at MICA and follows a traditional model more appropriate for text-based research 

rather than experiential, visual, and/or field-based work. This workflow requires students to submit 

flattened PDF/As as their main thesis submission while also allowing students to submit non-textual 

media in physical carriers as supplemental materials. These supplemental materials are inventoried by 

Decker Library’s Digital Initiatives Unit and are available for on-site access. With it’s NDSR Art project 

entitled “Digital Archiving Non-Traditional Art and Design Theses Work”  MICA’s Decker Library aims to 1

develop a new model for acquisition, preservation and access to art and design thesis that places more 

value on submissions of still images, moving images, graphics files, and interactive media and replaces 

the practice of providing PDF/A as substitutes or representations of the work.  

 

In addition to pursuing  a goal of providing better preservation and access to non-textual theses 

work, Decker Library’s theses project also seeks to establish a collaboration with its stakeholders. In 

order to propose a model that is valuable and useful to all stakeholders, the project design included a 

stage to involve graduate students, Graduate Studies staff, and program directors to provide an 

opportunity to communicate directly with the NDSR Art resident regarding the value of certain aspects 

of thesis work, reservations towards providing access to their student’s art, deadlines, and the library’s 

involvement in various steps of a thesis project.  

  

1 MICA’s full project description may be accessed here: 
http://ndsr-pma.arlisna.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/MICA_NDSRArt_ProjectSummaryforApplicants.pdf 
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Purpose  

This report represents the second stage  in Decker Library’s NDSR Art project, which is focused 2

on collaborating with Graduate Studies staff and graduate program directors to identify pain points, 

areas of need, and potential requirements of a new theses collection, preservation, and access model. In 

order to draft the report, the author, along with Graduate Studies staff, developed a survey and focus 

group sessions with graduate program directors.  

 

This document reports on major themes that arose during director focus group sessions, 

presents ideal situations in contrast with our current situation, and makes preliminary recommendations 

to start addressing current issues. These recommendations focus on the library’s role in addressing 

issues surrounding thesis submissions, are based on MICA’s current capabilities, and may change as the 

project progresses, tools are evaluated, and considerations regarding storage, copyright, and the 

possibility of self-upload workflows are further explored.  

 

Research Design 

Decker Library’s NDSR Art project is a collaborative initiative that seeks to accurately represent 

graduate theses projects. Thus, this stage of the project was used to incorporate input from our main 

stakeholders:  

● Graduate program directors  

● Graduate Studies Department staff  

● Graduate students  

 

Initially, the project would include interviews with program directors as well as focus groups with 

current graduate students. However, the approach changed as it was concluded that current students 

may not be able to concretely communicate pain points of creating a thesis submission for the library as 

they don’t encounter this step until the end of their degree. Additionally, Graduate Studies offered to 

allot time to conduct 30-minute focus group session with program directors during staff meetings.  

 

Prior to the focus group sessions, program directors were asked to fill out a survey developed by 

the NDSR Art resident in conjunction with the Graduate Studies Department. This survey, which 

garnered a 100% response rate, was used to get a sense of the type of components present in a thesis 

project as well as to establish relative priorities between these components. The survey responses were 

also used as a basis for focus group discussions. The results from this survey are included in Appendix A.  

 

2 The first deliverable for this project, a report on institutional repositories of art and design theses, is available 
here: https://assets.mica.edu/files/resources/ndsr_art_mica_fontanez_rodriguez_2019.pdf 
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Findings 

Theme 1. Multiple components in a thesis project 

Current situation: The graduate thesis is a tapestry of components. Each component may include a 

variety of formats and media. Components present in a thesis project, in addition to the art object, 

which may take the form of graphic novels, feature films, or sculptures, for example, may include:  

 

● Written component (reflective essay, research article, or artist statement) 

● Exhibition  

● Oral presentation  

● Programming  

● Thesis book  

● Website of thesis work  

 

These multiple components in turn add multidisciplinary layers to each project. For example, an 

Illustration Practice student may add a performative or experiential element to the thesis exhibit 

component. In theory, this could prompt said student to document the exhibit in a manner appropriate 

for ephemeral art. However, these components are sometimes documented (or submitted to the 

library) in textual descriptions along with a students’ thesis book or written reflections. Except from 

Filmmaking MFA candidates, students are not required to submit multimedia along with their work 

PDF/A. 

 

This could also be the case for oral presentations and community programming. Twelve 

programs currently include an oral presentation and/or audience engagement event in the 

requirements for thesis work. However, the library does not have recordings of these talks or events. 

While some programs have taken it upon themselves to record, most do not, as only two respondents 

noted recording presentations consistently. During the focus group, the question was raised as to 

whether they think these talks have little value overall and thus don’t need  be recorded. Generally, the 

consensus was that recording talks and events would be an ideal situation but there are budgetary, 

temporal, and logistical constraints that stop most programs from recording presentations and events. 

Those that do record, store recordings within the individual graduate program.  

 

While some programs require students to submit photographs or audio visual media, these 

requirements are not incorporated into the library submission workflow and are actually part of the 

additional media workflow. When students incorporate audiovisual media, (with the exception of 

Filmmaking MFA) into their art, as is common in multidisciplinary degrees, they submit textual 

explanations and photographs of said art. For example, a screen grab of a VR piece or a photograph of a 

person experiencing the piece.  

 

Finally, some programs produce robust written documentation as part of their thesis project, 

which makes them ideal candidates for traditional models of thesis repositories. On the other hand, 
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some programs do not require elaborate writings, but instead require students to submit artists 

statements or short reflections. With Decker Library’s current model of collecting thesis work as a 

PDF/A, textual components are treated with greater value than all other components, including the art 

object, which results in an inaccurate representation of student work.  

 

Ideal situation: Faculty who determine thesis submission requirements consult with library staff in 

decisions pertaining to documentation of thesis projects. A thesis submission includes an accurate 

representation of all thesis components deemed valuable by a program’s curriculum. Due to the variety 

of MICA graduate degree offerings, from Fine Arts to Professional Studies to Field-Based degrees, the 

library doesn’t select a single component as a blanket representation for all degrees. Furthermore, the 

library provides access to all multimedia submissions and clearly establishes for a user that an essay or 

statement submitted by a graduate student does not represent the full overview of a thesis project. All 

thesis components, when not in embargo, are available for MICA’s community through Decker Library’s 

digital collections.  

 

Preliminary recommendations:  

 

● Provide clear recommendations to program directors in terms of what the library may be able to 

steward in order to have them think about possible documentation options.  

● Create a new workflow that accounts for non-textual submissions as integral parts of a thesis 

submission. This should include verifying that all components required by a program are 

submitted, not just a PDF/A.  

● Utilize MICA’s front-end of DAM to feature visual aspects of thesis work. 

● Establish what the library can collect and how much digital media it can support.  

 

 

Theme 2: Non-textual media 

Current situation: Additional media submitted by students follows a different workflow than PDF/A files 

submitted to the Library.  

 

Image 1. Decker Library’s theses collection workflow  
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A number of graduate programs require students to submit non-textual media such as slide 

decks, A/V files, and photographs. However, audiovisual materials are not made available through 

Decker’s digital platform, which does not reflect thesis submission requirements set by some programs. 

This means that an integral part of the thesis submission, when delivered to the library, is treated as 

supplemental. While this media is inventoried, it is not checked against a program’s requirements. 

 

In many cases, students are not required to include a list of media submitted to the library in 

their textual submission. What is more, when students do submit the art object, such a video art piece, 

the guidelines don’t state that they must include this information somewhere in the body of their 

textual submission. While they are asked to include a list for all images embedded in their PDF/A 

submission, they are not asked to do the same for supplemental media. Without clear documentation 

stating that this media exists in the library’s holdings  and is available for on-site access, and a lack of 

information on the textual (and accessible) component of the thesis project, non-textual media is 

inadvertently relegated to a dark archive.  

 

Ideal situation: Non-textual media submitted to the library, when not embargoed, is accessible to 

MICA’s community in a manner similar to how textual theses components are available: with clear 

preservation and access policies, through Decker Library’s digital collections, and with a clear relation to 

the thesis project as a thesis component rather than an “supplemental” part.  

 

 

Preliminary recommendations: 

 

● Require that students include list of media submitted in the body of a thesis.  

● Develop metadata intake forms that must be submitted by students when they submit media. 

● Develop clear policies for preservation and access to non-textual assets.  

● Streamline textual and non-textual media submissions. 

● Include a step in the workflows that verifies the media listed and the media actually submitted.  

● Develop basic guidelines for collection and preservation of virtual and augmented reality as well 

as software. 

● Have students provide access instructions (README file) for non-supported formats.  

 

Theme 3: Time constraints  

 

Current situation: There is not sufficient time to give input or to produce archival-friendly versions that 

accurately capture a thesis project. Some students may also grapple with differing format requirements. 

Focus group participants noted that there is not a lot of time between the Graduate Thesis Show (Grad 

Show) and the deadline to submit theses. While some programs introduce the thesis as an integral part 

of the curriculum, as is the case of the Social Design program, for some programs the thesis submission 

is an addition to the thesis project. Furthermore, students will often need to add documentation that is 
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not produced until Grad Show, MICA’s culminating  graduate art exhibition, such as photographs and 

descriptions of the show. Thus, students sometimes may not submit the highest quality content that 

they would like to submit.  

 

Ideal situation: Students build their thesis submission throughout their semesters of study, as opposed 

to an extra component of their degree, which lessens the impact of having to create an additional 

project during the last semester. Students are made aware of archival-friendly formats and plan for 

documentation and submission early in their process. 

 

Preliminary recommendations:  

 

● Have sessions with students, early in their graduate career, to talk about possible ways of 

documenting their work. 

● Streamline communication and process with Graduate Studies so that students are able to make 

one submission for all materials. 

● Allow students to make changes to submissions past the deadline to graduate. That is, students 

would submit all required materials before the deadline but would be able to submit better 

produced format migrations after the deadline. 

● Stress the fact that multimedia will need to be converted to archival-friendly formats so that 

once it is finished, students can budget in time to make conversions. 

  

Theme 4: Awareness of how the library collects and provides access to theses 

Current situation: While all librarians at MICA have liaison areas that allow them to establish 

relationships with faculty, communication regarding thesis submission processes happens through the 

Graduate Studies Department. On the survey, one respondent noted: “More info and clarity on the 

PDFA process would be super helpful. I found myself unable to assist my students well when they had 

technical challenges.” Focus group participants were also unclear on how the library acquires theses.  
Furthermore, during the focus group sessions, it became clear that program directors have not visited 

Decker Library’s online theses collection and thus don’t know how theses are made available to the 

public. When asked why some thesis components were left out of the thesis submission,  

the general response from program directors was that they thought they must submit a PDF/A to the 

library. Interestingly, “PDF/A” was used by faculty and Graduate Studies alike as shorthand for library 

theses submission. Currently, it is the library’s intention to communicate that written documents must 

be submitted as PDF/A as opposed to .doc or .pdf. So, it will become very important for the library to 

clearly state that it is also able to steward non-textual documents, that it is striving to move away from a 

traditional thesis submission model, and that format requirements do not equal submission 

requirements. This misinterpretation of the library’s intentions, along with a lack of digital stewardship 

documentation that clearly communicates what the library is able to collect in terms of student 

graduate theses has resulted in a discrepancy in what students are asked to complete as part of their 

theses project and what they are asked to submit to the library.  
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Ideal situation: Faculty members directly involved in thesis projects know the basic workflow for 

submitting a thesis and have a clear awareness of where to direct students with specific concerns (i.e. 

questions regarding formats should be directed at the Digital Initiatives Librarian while questions 

regarding content requirements should be directed at faculty). Furthermore, the library communicates 

directly to program directors it’s capacity of stewarding audiovisual materials so that directors are able 

to take this into consideration when developing thesis submission requirements that accurately 

represent a multi-faceted graduate thesis project.  

Preliminary recommendations: 

● Clearly communicate library submission requirements (such as formats, deadlines, forms) 

directly to program directors.  

● Once a new model for theses stewardship has been developed, ensure that program directors 

are aware of changes and improvements so that they may change submissions requirements if 

necessary. 

● Ask program directors that library requirements be included in their syllabi.  

● Ask that one program representative be present at theses submission orientation.  

 

Theme 5. Unconnected repositories  

 

Current situation: Through the focus group discussions, it became apparent that several programs had 

DIY repositories with materials related to thesis work such as: printed copies of thesis books, videos of 

thesis talks, copies of published thesis work, preservation quality audio visual art pieces, and high 

resolution version of student films. Some programs also unofficially opt-out of submitting to the Grad 

show website and instead focus on the program’s website. These materials are often used by program 

faculty and staff to showcase their students’ work to potential applicants.  

 

Ideal situation: The library is able to steward all this work. However, the library doesn’t strive to strip 

program’s ownership over their materials. The library has a clear awareness of where these collections 

are located and links to them on their Thesis Collection site so that MICA’s community is able to access 

all work located on campus.  

 

Preliminary recommendations:  

 

● Work with individual programs to conduct an basic inventory of collections kept by programs 

and that are available for viewing including the kind of content,format(s) and access.  

● Develop and share best practices documentation that allows departments to retain ownership 

of their collections.  

● Include a section on related materials as part of the library thesis repository. 
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Other Observations 

Documentation provided to students  

 

Current situation: A library submission packet (Appendix C through F) consisting of four handouts is 

emailed to students by the Graduate Studies department and is distributed during End Game, MICA’s 

Graduate Studies last semester orientation. This documentation is also available on the Decker Library 

website. These handouts include instructions on what is required by each program in terms of content 

as well as library guidelines concerning formats and size for both textual and non-textual submissions. 

The document outlining what each program requires (Appendix C) students to submit is unnecessarily 

packed in a single page, seems to lack coherence across programs, and lacks clarity. These documents 

also lack information on best practices for submitting materials such as file naming or Copyright 

requirements. 

 

Ideal situation: All information regarding formatting, and best practices for submitting to a repository  is 

presented in the same document. Communication of submission requirements is homogenized, clearly 

explained,  and stated in a readable format such as a table.  

 

Preliminary recommendations:  

 

● Homogenize guidelines and present them in a clear way that is easy to read and understandable. 

● Include information on who to contact for what aspects of submission (content, technical 

difficulties, format considerations) in the document as well as in the Graduate Theses Page on 

the library’s website.  

● Include Copyright and Fair Use guidelines as part of the thesis submission packet. 

● Corroborate that theses submission requirements are correctly stated each year.  

 

End Game  

 

Current situation:  End Game is MICA’s Graduate Studies last semester orientation. The amount and 

variety of topics discussed during End Game is overwhelming. During this time, students learn  about 

opportunities for the semester, such as participation in Grad Show, submission to the Grad Show 

website, and social media presence, among other topics. During this event, the Digital Initiatives 

Librarian is present and talks to students about submitting their theses to the library. Each presenter is 

given about 5 minutes to speak. While it is important for the library to continue presenting during End 

Game, the amount of time given to orient students regarding such an important step towards their 

degree is insufficient.  

 

Ideal situation: Thus, instead of advocating for more time to speak during this event, the library uses the 

time to present the basic procedure to submit. But, this is not the only time when the library has the 
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opportunity to talk to students about submitting their work. The library works with Graduate Studies to 

present to students at the beginning of their degree regarding submission processes as well as best 

practices for documenting their work, and Copyright considerations. This session not only provides 

information of how to submit a thesis to the library but also gets students to think about the longevity of 

their work and impacts the quality and authenticity of library submissions.  

 

Preliminary recommendations:  

 

● Deliver a presentation focused on submitting materials to the library in addition to End Game. 

● Include topics on personal digital archiving and copyright in the thesis submission presentation. 

● Present to graduate students during the first semester as opposed to the last semester.  

Grad Show website 

 

Current situation: While not part of a program’s unofficial archive, the Grad Show website seeks to 

showcase student work, as does Decker Library with their thesis repository. However, the grad show 

website takes a visual approach and is a more user-friendly experience. The website includes a profile 

for each student that submits and includes information that is not present in the library’s catalog record 

such as contact information, artist statement, social media handles, and links to content hosted 

elsewhere such as Vimeo. While the Graduate Studies Department provides a list of graduating students 

to display on the Grad Show website, it is each student’s responsibility to upload their materials directly 

to the website. This website is often used for recruitment purposes and is sometimes described as a 

“teaser” of student work, but it doesn’t reference the library’s theses collection, which often presents 

expansion of this work. In the cases where students have submitted their art work to the library, the 

Grad Show website doesn’t make a mention of this either. Similarly, the library’s thesis platform does 

not contain a link to the Grad Show website.  

 

Ideal situation: Students submit work to the Grad Show website alongside their library thesis submission 

as it is yet another way in which they can have more online visibility. In addition, library and Grad Show 

websites would link to one another.  

 

Preliminary recommendations:  

 

● Allow for students to add their Grad Show profile on their thesis submission form.  

● Link to Grad Show website from library thesis collection.  

● Collaborate with Grad Show website staff to streamline the process for students to submit to 

Grad Show as well as library.  

● Include updated link to current Grad Show website each year on the library’s thesis workflow. 
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Non-Graduate Studies Graduate Degrees  

 

Current situation: As part of MICA’s graduate offerings, students are able to pursue a dual Master of 

Business Administration and Master of Art degree in Design Leadership, and three Master of 

Professional Studies (MPS) in User Experience, Business of Art and Design, and Information Visualization. 

While these programs produce theses projects as final deliverables, these theses are currently not 

collected by the library. These programs are not part of the Graduate Studies Department, but rather 

Open Studies. However, these programs currently save their cohorts’ work and, it can be inferred that 

not being constrained to PDF/A submissions has helped them develop well-rounded submissions. MPS 

students are also required to submit a README file as part of their submission packet, so they’ve 

thought about longevity and the importance of providing documentation to access files in the future.  

 

Ideal Situation:  MPS and MBA/MA theses are collected and stewarded by the library.  

  

Preliminary recommendations: 

 

● Include MPS and MBA/MA in the library’s NDSR Art theses project and collection workflow.  

● Invite MPS and MBA/MA students to attend the recommended library thesis submission 

orientation.  

● Include MPS and MBA/MA theses assets kept by the departments in the library’s thesis 

repository recommended related materials section.  

  

Conclusion 

  

The findings discussed in this report denote issues that primarily relate to institutional culture and call 

for collaboration, including creating direct lines of communication between library staff and program 

directors and a clear allocation of responsibilities. Likewise, there is a need for the library to employ 

tactics that increase faculty and student awareness of post-production digital archival work and the 

library’s capabilities of stewarding graduate student work. It is also important that the library consider 

Copyright and Fair Use as important parts of their theses submission documentation packet as it actively 

tries improve access to student work. It is important to include staff and faculty in this stage of the 

project as it will aid the library in assessing the possible impact of implementing new digital preservation 

strategies of theses work as students and faculty start to see the potential ways in which their work may 

become openly accessible online. Different stakeholders involved in the library’s thesis project 

(students, professors, staff, librarians, and researchers) have different perspectives and priorities into 

what constitutes an accurate submission of student work and how it should be showcased. Moreover, 

students, faculty and Graduate Studies experience difficulties during theses submission processes and 

will benefit from an improved collection and preservation and access model to theses, making a 

collaboration an important aspect of achieving the project’s goals.  
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Appendix A. Survey results  

 

A. Relative Value of Thesis Components 

 

1. Rate each according to its relative importance in YOUR program. 

0 indicates that the component is NOT applicable or NOT at all valuable to your degree program. 

5 indicates the component is VERY valuable to your degree program. 

 

2. Do you REQUIRE oral presentations as part of the degree/program? 
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3. If you answered yes to the previous question, are these presentations recorded? 

 

 

 

 

4. Are your program thesis requirements described in a syllabus? 
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5. Are Decker Library’s thesis submission requirements for your program described in a syllabus? 

 

 

6. Do your students usually submit background research or feasibility studies (or similar supporting 

materials) as part of a thesis? 
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7. Do you require students to submit thesis work to outside platforms such as YouTube, Vimeo, Issuu, 

etc? 

 

 

 

8. Are the intended outcomes of the thesis projects represented in your Program Learning Outcomes?  
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9. Is the documentation that your students submit to Decker Library representative of the quality of 

work produced by students in your program?  

 

 
 Responses to ‘Other’ 

Response 1  
So much of what our students do is process-related 
or stretches over time 

Response 2 This is a new program with no written thesis 

Response 3  This is a new program with no written thesis 

Response 4  As much as a photograph can document a painting 

Response 5  
It depends on the nature of the work that at  
times is difficult to properly document 

Response 6  

Yes and No. It's been challenging to find the best 
way to document work in social design because so 
much of it is process. 

Response 7  To be determined! It's a new program 

Response 8  
It can always be better or done in a more dynamic 
or creative way. 
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Appendix B. Focus group questions  

 
1. Data check questions. Review your theses submission requirements. We’ll go 

around to hear from each of you one by one.  
● Does anything need to be adjusted in your row? 
● In regards to websites, do the students create them or are they submitting to 

an existing website, what is the purpose of these websites? 
● Is there a difference between what is produced as the thesis/capstone 

project and what is submitted to the library? If so, why? (For instance, do 
current archiving processes limit your ability to document the entire 
thesis?) 

 
2. Discussion Question.  

● What would be included in an ideal thesis submission from your program? 
● What do you most want to see your students achieve?  

 
3. Discussion Question. Since 2015, every year during End Game, the library staff 

provides a 5-minute explanation of the thesis submission process. Which issues or 
questions are raised by students in regards to the thesis submission process? For 
example, do students have technical difficulties converting their work to archival 
friendly formats, submitting via Canvas, not knowing who to ask for assistance? 
Do students express confusion about the content required?) 
 

4. Data check question. Please describe any issues you have with the current thesis 
submission process. 

 
5. Data check question. Does your program archive any materials related to thesis projects 

such as videos of talks, related documentation, photos of exhibits, etc.? If so, what do you 
keep? Would you have any reservations about submitting these materials to the library 
for open access? 

 
6. Data check question. Do you currently, or have ever considered, asking or encouraging 

students to submit work related their thesis to Vimeo, Issuu, professional websites, or 
MICA’s Behance? If so, what is your reasoning behind this?  Examples: 
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●  You’re unaware if or how the library would provide access to visual media (other 
than PDFs).  

● You’re aware of how the library provides access to visual media but find it 
insufficient or not discoverable enough.  

● Other channels are more appropriate to your field (if so, why?).  
● You’d like your students to display their work on as many platforms as possible. 
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Appendix C. Handout: 2018-2019 Thesis Submission Requirements by Program 

2018-2019 Thesis Submission Requirements by Program 
All graduate students are required to submit documentation of final work for Decker Library to archive.  
 
Step 1: Create a single PDF/A document that includes:  

● 8-10 images (unless otherwise noted) at a minimum size of 5x7 inches at 100 DPI.  
● Image list complete with title, medium, date of creation, and size of each work.  
● Program specific written requirements (see below).  

 
Other media files, such as audio, video, etc. will only be accepted on hard copy disc or USB (that will not be 
returned to you). Please see the Friendly Files handout and submit these materials to Drew Lundholm in the 
Graduate Studies Office.  
 
Step 2: Complete the 2019 Graduate Thesis Submission Form at https://bit.ly/thesis2019 

 
Due May 10, 2019, Last day of spring classes 

_____________________ 

Community Arts (MFA) 
20-page Reflections Report; 20 images 
documenting on-campus thesis, in-community, 
other work. 
 
Curatorial Practice (MFA) 
Thesis portfolio including evaluations, letters of 
interest, proposal, research, & thesis plan. 
 
Filmmaking (MFA) 
PDF/A of Electronic Press Kit (EPK). 
 
Graphic Design (MFA) 
PDF/A of thesis documentation book, including 
written essay and visual materials. 
 
Graphic Design (MA)  
PDF/A of thesis documentation book, 
including written essay and visual materials. 
 
Illustration Practice (MFA) 
PDF/A of thesis publication that incorporates 
visuals and writing in a minimum of 36 pages.  
 
Illustration (MA) 
pdf/A of digital portfolio, artist statement and 
list of artist social media. (GIFS as MP4 files or 
similar)  
  
LeRoy E. Hoffberger School of Painting 

Mount Royal School of Art 
PDF/A of 12-15 page paper (with images). 
 
Photographic & Electronic Media 
PDF/A of 8-10 page paper. 
 
Post-Bacc Fine Arts 
PDF/A of artist statement, resume, bio, and 20 
images in both archival formats. 
 
Rinehart School of Sculpture (MFA) 
PDF/A of 10-page thesis, bibliography (in APA, 
MLA, or Chicago Manual of Style format) and 10-20 
images.  
 
Social Design (MA)  
PDF/A of final thesis publication.  Due May 12th 
 
Teaching (MAT) 
PDF/A of teaching portfolio and written article.  
___________________ 
 
Due Date July 2019 
 
Art Education (Online/Low-Residency MA) 
Full final article; thesis talk (presentation with 
presenter notes and images; artist statement. Some 
images will be from the thesis show. 
 
Studio Art (Low-Residency MFA) 
Follow guidelines on FA 7000/MFA Thesis 
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PDF/A of thesis book.  
 
 

Syllabus. 
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Appendix D. Handout: Creating a PDF/A File  

 

Creating a PDF/A File 
A PDF/A file is a standardized version of the Portable Document Format (PDF) specialized for the 
digital preservation of electronic documents. This format will ensure the preservation of your 
materials via Decker Library’s digital asset management system.  
 
All images and written work must be submitted as a single PDF/A document via the Decker 
Library Google Form. All multimedia components (video, audio, etc.) must be saved on a hardcopy 
disc or USB (that you are comfortable not getting returned) and turned in to the Graduate Studies 
Office. Questions? Contact Drew Lundholm in the Graduate Studies Office at 
alundholm@mica.edu. This doc: http://bit.ly/pdfafile 

 

Step 1: Compile and Combine 
1. Create PDF versions of all the images and 

written components included in your 
thesis materials. 

2. Open Adobe Acrobat Pro. This program 
is installed in all MICA computer labs.  

3. When the Adobe launch window pops up, 
choose “Combine files into PDF” from the 
right hand side of the window.  

4. Drag all of your prepared thesis files into 
the Combine Files Window or use the 
“Add Files…” icon at the top left hand side 
of the screen to select files from a saved 
folder.  

5. Organize your files in the proper order 
before combining by dragging the 
documents in the Combine Files Window.  

6. Click “Combine Files” at the bottom right 
hand side of the window to create a 
comprehensive PDF.  

Step 3: Verify  
1. When the file has been converted, a 

light blue banner will appear at the 
top of your document with a 
message about PDF/A Compliance. 
It is extremely important that you 
verify the PDF/A compliance of 
your document.  

2. With the Adobe document window 
selected, click View > Show/Hide > 
Navigation > Panes > Standards. A 
window will appear at the right hand 
side of the page with conformance 
information.  

3. Click Verify Conformance link on 
this sidebar.  

4. The Status should change to 
Verification Succeeded if the PDF 
converted carefully.  

Step 2: Convert 
7. All of your thesis files should now be 

combined into a single PDF which will pop 
up in the Adobe Acrobat Viewer.  

8. Select File > Save As and title your PDF 
using lastname_firstname_program_year.  

9. Using the “Format” drop down menu, 
select PDF/A.  

10. Click the “Settings” button next to the 

 
 
Need Help?  
Thesis guidelines and submission help:  
Drew Lundholm, alundholm@mica.edu 
410-462-7548 
 
Technical Help (PDF/A) 
GradLab, 5th Floor, Lazarus Center 
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Format menu and make sure PDF/A-1b is 
selected.  

11. Click Save when you are ready to convert.  
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Appendix E. Handout: Friendly Files: Archive-Friendly Codecs and Formats  

MICA Decker Library                                                                                                    Digital Initiatives Unit 
 

 
Last updated: December 2018 

Friendly Files: Archive-Friendly Codecs and Formats 
This doc: http://bit.ly/archivefriendlyfiles 
 
Audio  

Final production/release 
version 

Highest native resolution 
PCM WAVE file (44.1 
kHz/16 bit or higher) 

File in native resolution 
rather than un-sampled 

 

High res formats (e.g. DSD, 
PCM) 

Uncompressed rather than 
compressed 

Compressed version in a 
major standard 

compression scheme 

 
Still Images 

Digital Negative DNG 
(.dng) 

GIF (.gif)  JPEG (.jpg) 

TIFF (.tif)  BMP (.bmp)  PNG (.png) 

JPEG2000 (.jp2)     

 

Vector Images 

Scalable vector graphics 
(.svg) 

AutoCAD Drawing 
Interchange Format (.dxf) 

Encapsulated Postscript 
(.eps) 

Shape files  Widely used proprietary 
vector graphics 

 

 

 
Video 

Quicktime (.mov) file 
format 

MXF (.mxf) file format  MPEG-4 AVC (H.264) 
encoding 

MPEG 4 (.mp4) file format  AVI (.avi) file format  Motion JPEG 2000 (.mj2; 
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.mjp2) file format 

 
 
 
Contact: 
 
Jenny Ferretti, Digital Initiatives Librarian, Decker Library 
jferretti@mica.edu 
 
Research Help  
refer@mica.edu 
 
Drew Lundholm, Graduate Studies Office 
alundholm@mica.edu 
 
See graduate theses from 2015 - present day:  
https://mica.assetbank-server.com/ 
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Appendix F. Handout: Submitting Your Thesis for Archiving  

 

MICA Decker Library                                                                                            MICA Graduate Studies 
 

 

Submitting Your Thesis for Archiving 
Your graduate thesis is significant and a vital part of MICA’s contributions to fine art, 
design, art history, and more.  
 
Decker Library is archiving your work by keeping physical copies of your video/audio and 
by making PDF/As available through the MICA Digital Library.  
 

Thesis Submission Checklist 
 

❏ I know what format(s) I’m sending 

What are you submitting?   Format for submission  Notes 

Writing  PDF/A  All students are required 
to submit a written 
component as a PDF/A. 
See more information 
below. 

Images  PDF/A 

Images & Writing  PDF/A 

Media (video, audio, etc.)  Disk or USB drive   This is optional. If your 
project includes media, 
submit that media on a disk 
or USB.  

 
All students are required to submit a written component in PDF/A file format.  
This could include:  

● A written component (press release, artist statement, talk, article, etc.) 
● Images 
● Image list 
● A combination of everything above 

 
Video, audio, and other media formats are OPTIONAL.  
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If your thesis project includes media (video, audio, etc.) that you would like to have 
physically archived, please see the Archive-Friendly Files document - this list indicates 
acceptable file formats for archiving.  
 
Media should be submitted on disk or USB drive you’re okay parting ways with to Drew 
Lundholm in the Graduate Studies office. Please add your name and student ID to the disk 
or USB drive.  
 
Why do we require a disk or hard media? All media is archived on library servers, then made 
available to patrons via disk. Media is not made available via Digital Decker (online).  
 

❏ Convert to a PDF/A 
First save your document as a PDF, then bring it into Adobe Acrobat or a similar program 
to convert to a PDF/A. See the Grad Studies instructions for a step-by-step explanation.  
 
Please note that your PDF/A will be accessible to the public. You may not want to share 

personal information (phone numbers, address, etc.) on your resume or other 
documents.  

 
❏ Make sure your PDF/A is 20 megabytes or less! 

 
If your file exceeds 20 megabytes, you will not be able to upload your file!  
 
For files larger than 20 MB, bring it into Adobe Acrobat > Tools > type in “optimize” in the 
search bar > Reduce File Size 
 

❏ Submit Your PDF/A via Google Forms 
 
Go to http://bit.ly/thesis2019 to provide information about your thesis work and to 
submit your PDF/A.  
 

❏ (Optional) Submit media.  
 
If your thesis project includes media (video, audio, etc.) that you would like to have 
physically archived, please see the Archive-Friendly Files document - this list indicates 
acceptable file formats for archiving.  
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Media should be submitted on disk or USB drive you’re okay parting ways with to Drew 
Lundholm in the Graduate Studies office. Please add your name and student ID to the disk 
or USB drive.  
 
Why do we require a disk or hard media? All media is archived on library servers, then made 
available to patrons via disk. Media is not made available via Digital Decker (online).  

 
 
Questions? Please reach out! 
Jenny Ferretti, Digital Initiatives Librarian, jferretti@mica.edu 
Drew Lundholm, Graduate Studies, alundholm@mica.edu 
 
Take a look at graduate theses from 2015 - present day:  
https://mica.assetbank-server.com 
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